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OTC 2002
This is the first year for OTC in the
new ReliantCenter, and the facility performed like a champ! This year’s unofficial attendance count was about 2000
more than last year, in the neighborhood
of 45,000. There was plenty of
floorspace for presenting companies (I
heard an unofficial count that more than
90% of the available floorspace was occupied by vendors!). No longer did convention attendees have to wander in and
out of 4 separate buildings in order to
see all the booths. And with luncheon
facilities on-site, most attendees of thematic luncheons were able to avoid leaving the building in the heat of the day!
There were the usual start-up challenges, but remarkably fewer than might
have been expected. Parking remains an
issue for OTC, but the system of offsite
parking with shuttle buses seemed to
work well. (I wound up parking in one
of the remote lots myself, and I barely
had to wait 2 minutes for a shuttle bus
to pick me up.)
The technical program was also firstrate, with 2 entire days of geophysics.

This included sessions on Deepwater
Seismics, Integrating Borehole and Surface Geophysics, Multicomponent
Seismics, and Seismic Reservoir Characterization. We had two Keynote speakers: Henry Pettengill (of YPF-Repsol) in
Deepwater Seismics, and Bob Tatham
(of UT-Austin) in Multicomponent
Seismics. Geophysical session attendance had a peak of 125 at any given
time, and averaged 70-80 attendees per
session. (The rooms can comfortably
hold three times that audience, so I encourage folks worried about crowds to
attend next year!)
Of course there were also sessions
of interest to GSH members even if not
directly pertaining to geophysics. The
session on e-Bizz was especially interesting. Electronic technology is being
used to facilitate purchasing of oilfield
equipment, government oversight (in the
UK), and even realtime monitoring of
production/pressure data and continuous geophysical monitoring. Other great
sessions were held on Natural Hydrates,
International Exploration, ROVs and
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AUVs (that’s Remotely Operated Vehicles and Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles, I think!), and development of
the Girassol field.
And the GSH volunteers were outstanding. They made sure that the session chairs and speakers always had the
audiovisual and logistical support that
made the presentations run smoothly. I
saw quite a number of GSH volunteers,
including their “leaders” Hugh Hardy
and Alf Klaveness.
Among the volunteers were : Dave
Agarwal, Mark Bogards, Claire
Breshanan, Spud Brundage, Lisa
Buckner, Paul Carter, Roy Clark, Jr.,
Shane Coperude, Lynn Coyle, Ken
Dinger, Roger Entralgo, Mike Fenton,
Alan Foley, Bill Gafford, Ashok Ghosh,
Hugh Hardy, Stu Hastings, Stephanie
Hrabar, Donald Johnson, Alf Klaveness,
Lee Lawyer, Terry Mac Shane, Jeannie
Mallick, William Mason, Keith Matthews,
Mike McCardle, Rosemary Mullin, John
Parrish, Pat Peck, Robert Perez, John
OTC 2002 continued on page 7
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Editor’s Note
To insure your information reaches
the GSH society members in a timely
manner it must appear in the in the appropriate newsletter issue. Please note
the following deadlines and plan your
function’s publicity strategy accordingly.
Items must be received on or before the
corresponding deadline date. Materials
may be sent to llawyer@prodigy.net. If
you have any questions please call Lee
Lawyer at 281/531-5347.

2002 GSH Newsletter
Deadlines
Issue ........... August 2002
Deadline .. July 12, 2002

GeoEvents Calendar
Make reservations by e-mail at reservations@hgs.org and include your
member number (found on Bulletin mailing label), or use the phone reservation system at 713/463-8920.

Reservation Codes
Use these codes to make voice mail meeting reservations:
Technical Luncheon ................................... 601
Data Processing SIG ................................... 602
Potential Fields SIG .................................... 605
Environmental Applications SIG .................. 606
Breakfast ................................................... 607

The GSH would like to thank the following
companies for their support as corporate members:

Corporate Benefactor

Announcements
Saltwater Tournament
June 22, 2002

Corporate Sponsor

EPIC
Geophysical

SEG Annual Meeting
October 6-11, 2002

Corporate Partner

Corporate Underwriter

Thank you for your supporting the GSH!
For information on how to become a corporate member or to endow a scholarship with an organization’s name please contact Pat Starich (281) 654-5036 or the
GSH office at (713) 463-9477.
June 2002
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President’s Page
The Newsletter
This issue of the Newsletter is the
last of eleven for which I’ve been the
GSH’s Editor. When you receive the
next issue, August, 2002, Lee Lawyer
will be the Society’s Editor. Lee has my
best wishes and my sympathy.
The Newsletter is the vehicle
through which GSH officers communicate with members and publish announcements of interest to the members.
On page 2 of each issue there is a long
list of names, telephone numbers, fax
numbers, and e-mail addresses. The
names are those of elected officers and
volunteers who do the work of the Society. They find the speakers for the talks
and are responsible for the many activities that benefit all GSH members. At
the top of page 2 is complete information about the GSH office, Joan
Henshaw manager. Everyone listed on
page 2 contributes to making the GSH
a functioning entity but without Joan and
her assistant, little would get done.

Most issues of the Newsletter carry
on the front cover an announcement of
that month’s technical luncheon at the
Hess Building. On another page information is given for a technical breakfast, usually hosted by a contractor or
oil company. Both data processing and
potential fields groups announce their
SIG meetings in the Newsletter, as does
the Geophysical Auxiliary of Houston.
A report lists new members and total
membership for the Society.
All activities likely to involve Houston geophysicists are included in the
Newsletter. Examples are announcement and registration form for the SEG’s
Distinguished Instructor Course, announcements of the Honors and Awards
Banquet and Annual meeting, and nontechnical GSH-sponsored events-the
tennis and golf tournaments and the
GSH/HGS Saltwater Tournament. Inaugurated by GSH’s present President,
recent issues have featured a President’s
Page with articles written by different
members of the GSH board.

The Newsletter carries no advertising or industry news reports. The nearest thing is a box showing the logos of
GSH’s corporate members. The Society appreciates their support.
Almost everything published in the
Newletter was submitted to me by others. I wrote very little, nor did I assemble
the copy you received. David Walker of
My Printer actually assembled each issue, fitting into a shell whatever I sent
him by e-mail. My final responsibility
was to proof a dummy and approve the
issue for printing. Following a well-established collaboration between the GSH
office and My Printer, a copy was mailed
to you. The entire process from material submission to mailing took about half
a month.
I look back with considerable satisfaction on what all of us involved with
the Newsletter accomplished. As probably the oldest of all the Editors, I shall
welcome Lee’s taking over.

Talk 1: Seismic Facies Analysis in
the Jurassic Reef Trend
A Case study in the Bear Grass
Field, East Texas.
Curt Bateman, Manuel Poupon,
HGS Best Paper Award 1998/
1999

Stratimagic facies maps were used to
classify the trace shape of the reef
interval into fifteen different classes.
Modifying the color palette to highlight
reefs with similar trace shape to the
highly successful Fountain #1 anomaly
gave a good correlation between high
rate and low rate anomalies.
This analysis quickly and accurately
begins to characterize the differences
between individual stratigraphic reservoir
bodies to be used not only in future field
development but also as a pre-drill tool
for trend exploration.

Frank Levin

SIG Meetings
Data Processing
Date:
Time:
Where:

June 19, 2002
4:30 p.m.
Kerr Mc Gee
16666 Northchase
Drive Houston, Texas
77060 First Floor
Training Room A and B

Sponsored By: Paul Schlirf, Victor
Kriechbaum
Organizers: Frank Dumanoir
713-393-4881
fdumanoir@paradigmgeo.com
Alan Foley, 713-526-6832
alanfoley@svitzer-surveys.com
Contact: Karl Seibert, 713-339-1616
kseibert@advanceddatasolutions.com
Topic: Reservoir Characterization
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Abstract:
A seismic stratigraphic analysis using
Stratimagic was performed on Sonat’s
Beargrass 3-D seismic survey located in
the prolific “reef trend” of East Texas.
Fifteen seismic anomalies had been
identified and drilled during 1996-97.
Production characteristics of these
individual reefs varied dramatically
indicating
pervasive
reservoir
heterogeneity.
Conventional seismic attribute
analysis, while useful in delineating the
distribution of reefal buildups, was
unsuccessful as a tool to characterize
differences in reservoir performance.
Geophysical Society of Houston

The Authors:
Curt Bateman currently at EOG
Resources, was a Senior Geophysicist
with Sonat Exploration in Tyler, Texas
working the East Texas and North
Louisiana salt basins.

Data Processing continued on page 5
June 2002

Data Processing continued from page 4

Manuel Poupon is currently Manager of
Resrvoir Characterization Services with
Paradigm Geophysical in Houston,
Texas specializing on Stratimagic
projects in the US (Texas, Louisiana,
California).
Talk 2: 3D Modeling using Multiple
Scenarios and Realizations
Practical Work Process practices
Claude Scheepens - Roxar Inc.
Understanding and managing
subsur face risk is becoming an
increasingly important business driver for
oil companies. The ability to generate,
manage and rank multiple models of a
reservoir will allow for better economic
forecasting, particularly at early project
stages.
3D geological modeling is becoming
a standard work process in many oil
companies. Properly utilizing multiple
scenarios and realizations for risk
analysis, however, is a technique that
requires a more sophisticated work
process. Two main themes are
discussed. First: how to frame the
problem to generate reasonable model
trees that will contain multiple stochastic
realizations. Second: how to perform
model ranking and select a small number
of models for further investigation and
analysis.
This is an evolving workflow in many
companies. In this presentation we
provide some ideas and guidelines for
streamlining and focusing the work to
the desired goal.

June 2002

Framing Mu ltiple Geologic
Scenarios
Depending on the maturity of the
project, varying amounts of information
will be available. The first step is to
define several geologic scenarios that fit
the available data. As more data become
available, these scenarios will be more
tightly constrained.
One example of the use of multiple
scenarios is the effect of channel
orientations in a fluvial environment on
field performance. With limited well
data, the orientation of the channels may
be poorly defined. By using multiple
scenarios, each providing a different
orientation, several models may be
created and analyzed (for example, by
running a dynamic simulation). The
impact of the different scenarios on field
performance can then be estimated.
Below are two examples of channel
scenarios: one modeled with a North South orientation, the other with an East
- West orientation. Intuitively, these
models will exhibit different responses
in a flow simulator, since the main flow
direction is modeled differently.
Multiple Model Rankin g and
Analysis
Such scenarios above may be further
utilized to generate n equally probable
realizations; all of which are conditioned
to the available data. Analysis of these
realizations will help to capture some of
uncertainty associated with the particular
scenario.
Multiple realizations use identical
input data, but a different seed number
for each realization. All other user-

Geophysical Society of Houston

defined settings are the same, resulting
in each realization being different. See
the example below of 3 such realizations,
each with the same input data, but a
different seed number for each
realization.
Using modern software tools, it is
relatively straightforward to generate
many hundreds of scenarios and
realizations of geological models.
Putting every realization through the flow
simulation process, however, will not
generally be practical because of time
constraints. We need mechanisms to
rank and select realizations of the
geological model to take to flow
simulation.
The mechanism chosen for ranking
will, in part, depend on the nature of
the problem to be solved. Possible
ranking methods include STOIIP, static
connected volumes, and rapid dynamic
tools such as streamline analysis.
A representative number of
geological models, sufficient to capture
the reservoir uncertainty, may then be
taken forward for further study.
Conclusions
Improved understanding and
analysis of reservoir uncertainty can be
achieved at early stages of a project by
careful framing of the modeling problem,
which includes multiple geologic
scenarios. This added level of
sophistication in the modeling process
can be achieved in a coherent and
efficient manner by adopting a
systematic approach. The techniques
presented here can aid in the formulation
of a reservoir management plan.
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GSH 2002 Election Results
President Elect: Roy Clark
First VP: Pat Peck
Second VP: Bobby Perez
Secretary: Farroukh Ahmad
Treasurer: Frank Dumanoir
Editor: Lee Lawyer

GSH Scholarship
Carelton-Farren Award
I received mixed opinions and votes; (1) accept SEG’s candidate Karen
Mobley or (2) Skip the year, were the top contenders. In my personal opinion,
Karen Mobley meets all the requirements specified by GSH. After telephone
discussions with Sue and Rich Cieslewicz, Chairman of the SEG Scholarship
Committee, I have made an “executive decision” and authorized SEG to
award $2,500 to Karen Mobley. Once again, her qualifications are:
Per my discussion with Rich Cieslewicz, Chairman of the SEG Scholarship
Committee, there is a potential candidate who was ranked the 2nd highest
Undergraduate applicant, attends Texas A & M, is going into her Senior year
and has maintained a 3.82 gpa. Karen Mobley is majoring in Geophysics
and Physics and plans to be an exploration geophysicist. GSH specifications
do specify undergraduate students in Texas colleges and schools with
Geophysics major.

Dave Agarwal
GSH President 2001-2002
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GSH Museum Committee
The GSH Museum Committee
noted several major accomplishments
during the year. Five of our artifacts are
now on display at he new Bob Bullock
Texas History Museum in Austin and are
attracting sufficient interest that Scott
Petty, Jr. (one of the donors) has received
several calls. The museum has renewed
the loan for another year.
Over 50 items were selected by
Jerry Spring (Pioneer in Calgary) for
the Canmore Geoscience Museum outside of Banff. They included a magnetometer, seismic amplifiers, geophones,
recording media and printed matter.
Donors included Terrametric, Hooks,
Sun, McCullom, Ray Continental, Petty,
GRC, Shell, Randall, Geophysical As-

sociates, Exxon and Unocal. Bill Swart
helped with the selection and Bill
Gilchrist prepared the loan agreement.
Both the Canmore Museum and the
GSH thank PGS, Veritas, and Mitcham
Industries for providing packing and
shipping to Calgary. People helpful in
the endeavor include Joe Sanders of
PGS, Vicki Messer, Carl Davis and Ken
McMullin of Veritas, Tom Short of Freeman Exhibits, and Billy Mitcham, Jr. of
Mitcham.
The GSH also thanks Unocal for the
donation of recording media and old
company reports from such names as
IX, General, Ray, United, Reliable,
Houston Exploration Consultants, National, Rayflex, Seismic Explorations,

ESI, Rogers, Tidelands and Offshore
Exploration Group as well as the better
know names of GSI and Western.
The GSH appreciates Hays Information for continuing to store many museum artifacts.
This has been a good year as we
continue to preserve our industry’s history and teach others about it. We can
always use a few more good hands to
help on an as need to basis. Please give
me a call at 281-242-1806 if you might
be interested.
Tom K. Fulton
Chair 2001- 2002
GSH Museum Committee

Seismic Lithology Workshop
A seismic lithology workshop will be
offered at the Hilton Hotel, 9999
Westheimer, in Houston July 10-12th
and at the Institute of Directors, 116 Pall
Mall, in London August 21-23rd. The
three-day course will be dedicated to the
identification of lithology from seismic

data and will make use of stratigraphic
inversion, attribute analysis, and well log
analysis. The course/workshop presenters will be D. Marsden, A. Ardali, and
G. Stein. The course fee is $1400 in
Houston or 950 GBP (+VAT) in London. For further information and an

application form, phone or mail Dr.
Gerald Stein, PAIS Geophysical, telephone 07000 724 743. E-mail
PAIS_GEO@compuserve.com or
PAIS_GEO@actis.fsnet.co.uk

OTC 2002 continued from page 1

Linda Zimmerman (ExxonMobil). Sessions are being developed on the topics
of Marine Sources and Receivers and
Marine Wide-azimuth recording - Organizer, Gene Sparkman Geohazards
(along with AAPG)- Organizer, Fred
Aminzadeh Geopressure - Organizer,
Dan Ebrom Deepwater imaging of complex structures - Organizer, Guy Purnell
e-Reservoir management - Organizer,
Art Schroeder (AICHE) & Dan Ebrom
(SEG) ROVs in the deployment of in-

strumented oilfields - Organizers, Jerry
Beaudoin and Graham Openshaw If you
have some ideas on these proposed sessions, or have the energy to organize a
session yourself, then please contact one
of the committee members with your
input!
See you at the OTC in 2003!
Dan Ebrom
OTC 2003 SEG Subcommittee Chair
GSH President, 2002-2003
ebromda@bp.com

Pezzetta, Art Ross, Scott Sechrist, Bob
Sheriff, Pat Starich, Lisa Sternback, Billy
Webster, and Jim Wood
The planning for next year’s 2003
OTC has already begun. On the OTC
2003 SEG subcommittee are ViceChairman Guy Purnell (ChevronTexaco),
Fred Aminzadeh (dGB USA), Gene
Sparkman (ERCH), John MacDonald
(consultant), Ed Stoessel (Collaborative
Technology), and our prior chairman

June 2002
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Membership Report
Active
Michael L. Ball
Paul Bouloudas
Edward G. Clarke
Gary W. Coburn
Jeffrey W. Cunkelman
Guy Duncan
Mark P.Faucheux
Lyndon C. Findley
Augusta E. Golian
K. J. (Gus) Fiongos
Bruce E. Hill
Brian J. Lindsey
John G. Ralph
Kurt G. Sommer
Denise M. Stone

Associate
Adam Gersztenkorn
Bryan A. Griffin
James D. Lakings
Peter G. Stewart

Total
1195 Active
393 Associate
22 Comp
62 Emeritus
27 Honorary
31 Life
18 Student
1748 Total (204 Delinquent Members
not counted.)

Membership-Numbers and Categories
Membership is the life blood of the
Geophysical Society of Houston. Although we are the largest section of the
SEG with a membership of 1748 as of
May 16, 2002, we have 1537 SEG
members in our area who are not GSH
members. When you realize that those
SEG members are eligible to receive the
same category of GSH membership as
they currently hold in the SEG, the GSH
is far from reaching its full potential. I
urgently request that each of our GSH
members seeks out non-members and
invites them to join us.
Membership numbers are important
to the GSH because our representation
and voting strength at the SEG Council
meetings are based on the number of
Active SEG members who are members
of the GSH. It is my objective to get
our membership total above 2002 before the end of this year, 2002 in all
categories-Active, Associate, Emeritus,
Student, Honorary, or Life. However,
the category that has the maximum impact on my effort is none of those: it is
Delinquent. As of May 16, there were
204 GSH members in that category. If
those 204 delinquents had paid their
2002 dues, our membership count today would be 1952. I ask each GSH
member to canvass his or her associates
and urge the Delinquents to renew their
memberships.

All membership categories are defined in the GSH Bylaws and are published in the Annual Membership Directory. Many current members are eligible
for upgrading or changing their GSH
membership category but it requires action by the member to accomplish a
change (Article III, Section 8)
I hope that the information provided
here is of interest to you and solicit your
assistance in addressing and solving our
GSH membership problems. I also hope
that the information on membership
categories and member status upgrading will provide the answers to whatever
questions you might have.
H. W. Hardy
Membership Chairman
Geophysical Society of Houston

Upcoming SEG Continuing
Education Courses
Houston July 30-31,2002
Full course descriptions and online registration at the
SEG website (www.seg.com)
1. Seismic Anisotropy: Basic Theory and Applications in Exploration and
Reservoir Characterization, by Ilya Tsvankin and Vladimir Grechka.
2. 3D Seismic Attributes for Prospect Identification and Reservoir
Characterization, by Kurt Marfurt.
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2002 GSH Spring Symposium
The 2002 GSH Spring Symposium was held Tuesday, April 23 at the Westin Galleria. The
topic was “Geophysical Applications to Pore Pressure Prediction”. Attendance topped 70 at the
all-day event, reflecting the growing recognition that pore pressure is a unifying concept that
applies to prospectivity as well as drilling challenges. Kudos go out to GENE SPARKMAN, for
organizing the conference ably and efficiently, as well as to SCOTT SECHRIST for providing PR
and web help, and SHANE COPERUDE for logistical and treasury support! The speaker’s list for
the symposium included a wide range of contractors and oil companies. The talks and their speakers were

Seismic Pore Pressure Imaging
Stan Lee
Shear-Wave Applications to Pressure Prediction
Phil Heppard
Pore Pressure Prediction in Subsalt and Other Deepwater
Gulf of Mexico Plays
Michael Smith
Velocity Inversion Compensation: A Processing Methodology Enhancement
Mark Herkommer
Seismic Pore Pressure Prediction Using Reflection Tomography and
4-C Seismic Data
Colin Sayers
Deepwater Geohazard Prediction Using Prestack Inversion of large offset
P-wave data and rock model
Nader Dutta
Predicting shallow water flow zones from seismic, inversions and
pore pressure models
Peter Trabant
Effects of overpressure on AVO response in the Gulf of Mexico
Keith W. Katahara
The Interplay of Structure, Pore Pressure & Prospectivity in the Mississippi
Fan Foldbelt
Ted Dohmen
Geopressure and its Effects on Rock Properties in the Gulf of Mexico
Richard Verm
Improving Pressure Prediction Through Integration and Multi-Scale Analysis
Martin L. Albertin
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2nd ANNUAL
GSH/HGS SALTWATER TOURNAMENT
Saturday, June 22, 2002
Teakwood Marina, Village of Tiki Island
Galveston, Texas
This year’s Fishing Tournament will be held on Saturday, June 22 at the Teakwood Marina, Village of Tiki Island,
Galveston, Texas. We are looking forward to a big event this summer and we encourage full family participation.
Trophies will be awarded for the heaviest individual Redfish (Non-Tagged), Speckled Trout, and Flounder for the Anglers,
Junior Anglers, and Lady Anglers. Trophies will also be awarded for the heaviest individual Stringer - 1 Redfish, 3
Speckled Trout, and 1 Flounder.
Registration fee includes: launch fee, GSH/HGS Fishing Cap, BBQ meal at the marina after weigh-in, refreshments,
Trophies, and DOOR PRIZES. For more information, please contact:
Bobby Perez (HGS & GSH)
281-240-1234 ext. 219 Office • 281-240-4997 Fax • 281-468-1809 Cell • 281-495-8695 Home
E-mail addresses: rdphtx@aol.com or r_perez@seismicventures.com
The Geophysical Society of Houston and the Houston Geological Society are non-profit organizations serving the
Geophysical Industry. Corporate and individual contributions are appreciated and will be acknowledged on several sponsor
boards and banners at the weigh-in station and marina. All contributors will be recognized in their respective organization
newsletters following the tournament. This is a great way to entertain friends, family, business associates, and clients. So
spread the word!

GSH/HGS SALTWATER TOURNAMENT
NAME: _________________________________________ COMPANY: ____________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________________________________________
PHONES: (H) ______________________ (B) _________________________ (C) ____________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________________________
Upon receipt of the Registration form, each participant will be provided with a copy of the specific tournament itinerary
and rules sheet by e-mail. Please register EARLY
Please return this form with your check for $60.00 per contestant payable to:
GSH/HGS SALTWATER TOURNAMENT and Mail to:
Ms. Joan Henshaw, 10575 Katy Freeway, Suite 290 • Houston, TX 77024
Phone: (713) 463-9477 • Fax: (713) 463-9160
Registration Fee: $ _____________ + Sponsor Contribution: $ _______________ = TOTAL $ ______________
DISCLAIMER:
I acknowledge that neither the Geophysical Society of Houston nor the Houston Geological Society will be held responsible
for injury or accidents during this event. PRACTICE SAFETY!!!!!
Signature:_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Data Processing SIG
Kerr Mc Gee
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GSH/HGS Saltwater
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Teakwood Marina
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